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Abstract

The strive towards more fuel efficient ships is a continuously ongoing process, motivated
by both economic and regulatory reasons. An important aspects to consider for the final
fuel consumption is the propulsion system performance in relevant operating conditions.
The propulsion system performance is most commonly described using a well-established
terminology, including thrust deduction, wake fraction, and propulsive efficiency, a de-
composition with its primary origin in the experimental procedures used to establish ship
scale performance. Since this decomposition does not really provide us with any details
about the flow, it can imply limitations in design and optimization of the propulsion
system, as the interaction thus may not be correctly represented and fully understood.

Numerical methods, such as Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) based on the
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations, can be used to extract detailed
data of the flow around marine propulsion systems. It is proposed in this thesis to conduct
control volume analysis of energy based on CFD results to describe the performance of
the propulsion system. Control volume analyses of energy is actually a power balance,
since it is expressed in terms of energy fluxes and can be directly coupled to the delivered
power. Through a decomposition of the energy fluxes over the control volume surface the
system performance can be described in terms of kinetic energy in axial direction, rate
of pressure work, kinetic energy in transverse directions, internal energy, and turbulent
kinetic energy, the two last representing the viscous losses.

In general there are no restrictions of how to construct the control volume, it rather
depends on the analysis objectives, for which it needs to enclose the entire flow domain
of interest. However, it is shown that the downstream surface preferably is located in the
vicinity of the studied object, to obtain more details of the flow before it has dissipated
into internal energy. Further, from conducted studies it is clear that the control volume
for flexibility preferably is constructed in the post-processing phase. It is evident that the
possibility to characterize the flow is entirely dependent on the underlying CFD solution,
which needs a sufficiently refined grid and suitable models to accurately capture the flow
field around the propulsion system. Important aspects to consider for the propulsion
system modelling discussed within the thesis are: representation of hull boundary layers,
interaction with the free surface, the possible influence from laminar boundary layers on
the propeller (model scale), and surface roughness of both hull and propeller (ship scale).
The control volume analysis of energy has within this project successfully been applied
to describe the performance differences for a vessel operating with an open and ducted
propeller respectively, and for describing the reasons behind the established optimal
propeller diameter reduction in behind conditions relative a homogeneous inflow.

Keywords: Propulsor-Hull interaction, Control volume analysis, Energy balance analysis,
CFD, RANS
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Nomenclature

cp Specific heat capacity

E Energy

e Energy per unit mass

DP Propeller diameter

k Turbulent kinetic energy

M Moment, torque

n Rotation rate
−→n Normal unit vector

PD Delivered power

p Pressure

Q̇ Heat transfer rate

T Temperature

û Internal energy
−→
V Velocity vector

VA Advance velocity

Vr Radial velocity component

Vt Tangential velocity component

Vx Axial velocity component

Ẇ Rate at which work is done by the system

Greek symbols

ρ Density
−→τ Shear stress vector

Abbreviations

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics

CS Control volume surface

CV Control volume

EASM Explicit algebraic stress model

ITTC International Towing Tank Conference

JBC Japan bulk carrier

MRF Multiple reference frames

RANS Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes

RSM Reynolds stress model

VOF Volume of fluid
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1 Introduction

The strive towards more fuel efficient ships is a continuously ongoing process, motivated
by both economic and regulatory reasons. In the hydrodynamic design, important as-
pects to consider for the final fuel consumption are both ship resistance and the marine
propulsion system performance, in relevant operating conditions.

A marine propulsion unit is often operating in the wake or boundary layer of the ship
it is mounted on. This implies that the propulsion unit affects the flow around the ship,
and the inflow to the propulsion unit is dependent on the hull shape of the ship. This
complete system, the propulsion unit, and possibly other appendages such as rudder and
energy saving devices, operating together with the ship, is what will be referred to as
marine propulsion system.

Most often, each component in the propulsion system performs very well individually
or in a standard system, but the knowledge about how the system is performing as
a whole, including potential improvements, are generally not as widespread. This is
to some extent a consequence of the market structure, with different companies often
delivering the separate components within the propulsion system. However, in the future
the strive towards more fuel efficient ships will hopefully help to solve the market structure
restrictions, and support a more complete system perspective, earlier in the design phase,
to better optimize the tightly coupled components. Often, separate designs of the optimal
propeller in a given wake of a hull, and the hull shape with the lowest resistance, do not
constitute the most optimal system together. It is therefore believed that there is a large
potential of reduced fuel consumption through such system optimization, in relevant
operating conditions, early in the design phase.

The flow around the marine propulsion system is complex, the propeller is often op-
erating in a turbulent wake, each propeller blade may experience substantially different
operating conditions during a revolution, and the operation is influenced by and influ-
ences the water surface. This complexity of the flow implies that the design of marine
propulsion systems historically mainly has been supported by model scale testing in
basins for verification of system performance and ship scale predictions. The validity
of model basin test as being representative for ship scale conditions may be questioned
for some propulsion systems, since Reynolds number similarity cannot be kept between
model and ship scale, for practical reasons. However, numerical tools have historically not
been an alternative, due to the computational resources required to capture the complex
flow pattern around the propulsion unit in the wake of a vessel. During the last decades
it has become more and more feasible to complement the model basin tests with various
numerical methods, which therefore have increased in both maturity and popularity as
design tools for marine propulsion systems.

For model scale testing, the amount of information about the marine propulsion sys-
tem performance is limited to what is possible to measure. Included in the list of mea-
surements are most often velocity field measurements, at least for the bare hull, and
overall variables, such as delivered thrust and torque in open water and self-propulsion
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conditions, and bare hull resistance. The interaction effects between hull and propulsion
system are most commonly described based on these measured overall variables, i.e. they
can describe the performance of the propeller in self-propulsion in relation to open water
conditions, and the resistance of the hull with propeller in relation to without. The ter-
minology evaluated based on the measured overall variables includes: thrust deduction,
wake fraction, hull efficiency, relative rotative efficiency and propulsive efficiency. Since
this decomposition into various interaction effects has its primary origin in the experi-
mental procedures used to establish ship scale performance rather than from principles
of hydrodynamics, it does not really provide any details about the flow. This can imply
limitations in design and optimization of hull and propulsion system, as the interaction
thus may not be correctly represented and fully understood.

Numerical methods, such as Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) based on the
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations, can be used to extract detailed
data of the flow around marine propulsion systems. This opens up new possibilities
to characterize the interaction effects based on principles of hydrodynamics, hopefully
describing the functioning of the systems in a more pedagogical manner. Naturally, such
analyses based on CFD require well resolved and reliable numerical results, representative
for the real flow conditions, in both model and ship scale.

1.1 Purpose

The vision guiding the work leading up to this thesis has been to create tools enabling
design of more energy efficient ships. Such a tool require both an effective CFD method-
ology for ship propulsion systems, as well as a methodology for analyzing the numerical
results. The purpose of this thesis is to describe a possible method to analyze and charac-
terize a marine propulsion system, using control volume analysis of energy, as well as to
summarize some important aspects to consider when simulating the flow around marine
propulsion systems.
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2 Obtaining and Interpreting Energy Fluxes

for a Marine Propulsion Systems

Different methods for analyzing marine propulsion systems and interaction effects be-
tween the different components based on CFD or other calculated results have earlier
been proposed in the literature. Dyne [5] suggested a propulsive efficiency based on wake
losses and gains. The method was derived based on potential flow assumptions, which
implies that it is not applicable for analyzing viscous flow simulation results. However,
it is an appealing idea and easily understandable concept to separate the flow features in
losses and gains. Dang et al. [6, 7] evaluated the dimensionless kinetic energy in the wake
for comparison of different propulsion systems. This methodology focuses on axial and
transverse kinetic energy, i.e. not accounting for all energy transferred from the propeller
to the water. A more comprehensive methodology was proposed by van Terwisga [8]
based on an energy balance over a control volume enclosing the entire vessel including
propulsion unit. Through the assumption of a uniform control volume inflow, the evalua-
tion of the fluxes were limited to the control volume downstream boundary. However, the
method was not demonstrated. Schuiling and van Terwisga [9, 10] suggested a methodol-
ogy for performing an energy analysis based on evaluation of the energy equation over a
control volume, and applied it on a propeller operating in open water as well as in behind.
The viscous losses were obtained through volume integrals of the dissipation terms. Thus,
the numerical dissipation, which cannot be evaluated from CFD, was obtained indirectly
from the difference between delivered power, obtained from forces acting on the propeller,
and the other energy components.

Interaction effects and wake analyses have also been studied within the aircraft in-
dustry, using control volume analyses of energy, for instance by Denton [11], Drela [12]
and Capitao-Patrao et al. [13]. Designers developing novel aircraft concepts, such as
Boundary Layer Ingestion (BLI), are actually facing very similar design issues as ship
propulsion system designers, with propulsion units operating in the wake of the craft,
where the counteracting forces of thrust and drag cannot be studied separately.

Based on an evaluation of the suggested methodologies, it was decided to focus on
the use of a control volume analysis of energy, similar to what also has been suggested
by Schuiling and van Terwisga [9, 10], Capitao-Patrao et al. [13], and Drela [12]. The
summary of the evaluation is available as an internal report [14]. The choice to focus on
control volume analyses of energy is motivated by that it is desirable to have an analysis
methodology and measures which can be directly related to the delivered power. Control
volume analyses of energy is actually a power balance, since it is expressed in terms of
energy fluxes and can be directly coupled to the delivered power. On the other hand,
control volume analyses of linear momentum, which also traditionally has been applied,
can be coupled to thrust and drag. However, studies of these counteracting forces will
not provide us with a clear relationship to the ship power consumption.

Further, it was decided to evaluate the viscous losses as internal and turbulent kinetic
energy, similar to how the method is applied for compressible flow within the aircraft
industry. This enables us to easily visualize the viscous losses, as well as allowing for
flexibility in grid generation and simplifying the post processing. Since the internal
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energy is obtained through û = cpT (cp = specific heat capacity, T = temperature), a
temperature field is required, implying that the energy equation needs to be solved for
in the CFD.

In Section 2.1 it will be described how Reynolds Transport Theorm can be applied to
express the delivered power as energy fluxes and pressure work over the control volume
surface, a summary of the descriptions available in Paper II-IV. Thereafter, in Section
2.2, aspects to consider when selecting the control volume will be discussed. In Section
2.3 requirements for the underlaying CFD solution are listed, and finally in Section 2.4
benefits and limitations of the presented analysis methodology are summarized. For
examples of application of the control volume analysis of energy, the reader is referred to
Paper II-IV.

2.1 Reynolds Transport Theorem of Energy Applied
on a Marine Propulsion System

Control volume analyses, i.e. application of Reynolds Transport Theorem, is a well estab-
lished tool, but has traditionally not been applied on CFD simulation results. Reynolds
transport theorem states that the change of any fluid property within the system is the
sum of the change within the control volume, plus the outflow from the control volume,
minus the inflow to the control volume. The control volume could be of arbitrary shape,
which is of importance to facilitate analyses of various kind of propulsion systems. Fig-
ure 2.1 illustrates a possible control volume surrounding skeg, propeller and rudder. The
control volume is bounded by both the virtual control volume surface, as well as the
material surfaces, e.g. some proportion of the hull, the rudder and the propeller surfaces.
To establish an energy flux balance accounting for all propulsive power, the propulsion
unit needs to be fully enclosed by the control volume. The establishment of a suitable
control volume for the analyses will be discussed further in Section 2.2.

Figure 2.1: Control volume enclosing skeg, propeller and rudder.

The analysis is based on the energy conservation equation, which reads [15],

∆E = Q̇− Ẇ , (2.1)

where E represents energy, Q̇ denotes the rate at which heat is added to the system and
Ẇ denotes the rate at which work is done by the system. Heat transfer from ship and
propulsion unit to surrounding water is preferably neglected, since the associated energy
fluxes do not contribute to the hydrodynamic analyses.
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In general, the flow around a marine propulsion system is periodical or fully unsteady.
This is tackled through conducting energy flux balances at several time instances, for
example at each time step, over a certain period of time. For a periodic unsteady flow the
energy flux balance needs to be evaluated over at least one period (note that this was not
conducted in Paper III, but is highly recommended). To obtain a representative energy
flux balance, averaging of all energy flux balances are conducted. For the control volume
analysis, at each time instance it is assumed that the flow is steady, which simplifies the
equations considerably and does not introduce especially large errors since the energy
flux balance is obtained through the averaging describe above.

Denoting energy per unit mass with e, the energy conservation equation without heat
transfer using the Reynolds Transport Theorem for stationary flow yields [15],

∆E = −Ẇ =

∫
CS

eρ(
−→
V · −→n )dA, (2.2)

where CS denotes the control volume surface,
−→
V the velocity vector, ρ density and −→n the

normal unit vector to the control volume surface (positive outwards). The work done by
the system constitutes work done by pressure and shear stresses on the control volume
surface,

Ẇ = Ẇp + Ẇv =

∫
CS

(p(
−→
V · −→n )−−→τ ·

−→
V )dA, (2.3)

where p denotes pressure and −→τ is the shear stress vector on the elemental surface
dA. The pressure and shear stress work acting on the rotating material surfaces of CS
constitutes the delivered power (PD) and can be expressed as,

PD = 2πnM, (2.4)

where M is the torque evaluated over all rotating material surfaces in CS and n denotes
rotation rate. Compared to the classical notation, as shown in Eq. 2.1, the delivered
power is here defined as power added to the system. Due to no-slip and no flux protruding
the hull, no pressure or shear stress work is done by the system on the material surfaces
in CS fixed relative to the control volume.

The pressure and shear stress work (Eq. 2.3) also act on the virtual control volume
boundaries of CS; these terms are therefore moved to the right hand side of Eq. 2.2 and
evaluated together with the energy fluxes. The work done by shear stresses on virtual
boundaries of the control volume (Ẇv,virtual) is at its maximum if the control volume
surfaces are placed tangential to the flow direction and there are significant velocity
gradients within the flow. If the flow is approximately normal to the control volume
surface or if they are placed outside the boundary layer, shear stresses are expected to
be lower. For all cases studied in Paper II-IV, it have been possible to neglect the work
done by shear stresses on virtual boundaries of the control volume.

To increase the level of detail in the energy flux balance, the energy per unit mass (e),
occurring on the right hand side of Eq. 2.2, is further decomposed. It is proposed to split
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the term into kinetic energy in axial direction, kinetic energy in transverse directions,
internal energy and turbulent kinetic energy:

e =
1

2
V 2
x +

1

2
(V 2

t + V 2
r ) + û+ k, (2.5)

where the axial velocity component is denoted by Vx, and tangential and radial veloc-
ity components denoted by Vt and Vr, respectively. In a Cartesian coordinate system
these components should be replaced with the non-axial velocity components Vy and Vz.
The coordinate system is preferably always located so that the axial direction is in line
with the vessels sailing direction, i.e. the direction useful thrust is generated in. This
decomposition has been applied by within the project leading up to this thesis, but it
is of course also possible to separate the contribution from the two transverse velocity
components.

Introducing Eq. 2.5 and the above mentioned decomposition of the work rate into Eq.
2.2, we obtain:

PD =

∫
CS

(
p

ρ
+

1

2
V 2
x +

1

2
(V 2

t + V 2
r ) + û+ k)(

−→
V · −→n )dA+ Ẇv,virtual. (2.6)

This equation shows that it is possible to express the delivered power, which tradi-
tionally is evaluated through the forces acting on the propeller and its rotation rate, as
a sum of energy fluxes and rate of pressure work over the surfaces forming the control
volume. Below the different terms which appear in Eq. 2.6 are discussed in more detail.

Rate of Pressure Work and Axial Kinetic Energy Flux

The propulsion unit is converting rotational motion to thrust. A pressure difference is
produced between the forward and rear surfaces of the blade and the water is accelerated
downstream. This is a continuous energy conversion process where pressure work is
converted to axial kinetic energy flux. For the energy flux balance over a propulsion unit,
this implies that the distribution between the pressure work and axial kinetic energy
flux terms to a large extent will be dependent on the location of the upstream and
downstream control volume boundaries. This energy conversion process is the one which
often is explained using an actuator-disc model of a propeller. On the other hand, from
the hull point of view the rate of pressure work and axial kinetic energy fluxes originate
from flow deceleration and acceleration around the hull.

Firstly, focusing on these terms from a propulsor operating in open water point of
view: The combined rate of pressure work and axial kinetic energy flux term consists
of both useful thrust generation and loss components. This division can be explained
through the use of a control volume analysis of both linear momentum and energy, in
the manner of Drela [12]. For a propeller in open water, consider a control volume
enclosing the propeller, the upstream boundary must be located far upstream so that the
inlet conditions can be considered homogeneous, with advance velocity VA, no tangential
flows and undisturbed pressure p∞, and the lateral boundaries must be streamlines where
p = p∞. For such a control volume the evaluation can be limited to the control volume
downstream boundary (out) through definition of velocity and pressure perturbations,
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∆Vx = Vx − VA and ∆p = p − p∞. A control volume analysis of linear momentum
provides us with the useful thrust,

Fx =

∫
out

(∆p+ (VA +∆Vx)ρ∆Vx)dA. (2.7)

Through multiplication of all momentum flux balance terms with the advance velocity,
the thrust power is obtained,

Px = FxVA =

∫
out

(VA∆p+ ρV 2
A∆Vx + ρVA(∆Vx)

2)dA. (2.8)

Performing a control volume analysis of energy for the same control volume gives us the
required delivered power expressed as a sum of energy fluxes (similar to Eq. 2.6),

PD =

∫
out

(∆p∆Vx + VA∆p+ ρV 2
A∆Vx + ρVA(∆Vx)

2+

1

2
ρ(∆Vx)

2Vx)dA+

∫
out

(
1

2
(V 2

t + V 2
r ) + ∆û+∆k)ρVxdA.

(2.9)

∆û and ∆k denotes the change over the control volume in internal and turbulent kinetic
energy, respectively. Amongst the pressure and axial kinetic energy flux terms in the
energy flux balance (Eq. 2.9), the thrust power (Eq. 2.8) can be identified as well as two
additional terms, denoted the secondary axial kinetic energy flux,∫

out

1

2
ρ(∆Vx)

2VxdA, (2.10)

and the pressure defect work rate, ∫
out

∆p∆VxdA. (2.11)

These terms represents the total irreversible outflow losses of pressure work and axial
kinetic energy flux through the control volume outlet boundary. They correspond to the
total dissipation of pressure work and axial kinetic energy flux to internal energy which
eventually occurs downstream due to the mixing out of spatial wake non-uniformity, i.e.
the equalizing of pressure and velocity gradients to a homogeneous flow state. Since they
arise due to velocity and pressure perturbations and associated velocity gradients in the
flow, they are here referred to together as axial non-uniformity losses.

Note that the evaluation of secondary axial kinetic energy flux and pressure defect
work rate is not possible for the general control volume enclosing a propeller in open water,
since the lateral boundaries are not streamlines with p = p∞ and the inlet conditions
are not required to be homogeneous. For a propeller operating in open water applying
an arbitrary control volume with boundaries in the vicinity of the propeller, the axial
non-uniformity losses can however be estimated indirectly. This estimation is obtained
through using the difference between the sum of axial kinetic energy flux plus rate of
pressure work and the thrust power evaluated from forces acting on the propeller. This
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way of evaluating the axial non-uniformity losses will always underestimate them to some
extent, since a part of the spatial wake non-uniformity already will be mixed out and
converted to internal energy.

If instead focusing on the complete marine propulsion system, which actually is what
we really are interested in, the combined sum of rate of pressure work and axial kinetic
energy flux should be viewed upon as entirely non useful energy fluxes, i.e. axial non-
uniformity losses, from a ship point of view. This is due to that in the ideal case, the
propeller’s slipstream, which ideally is an actuator disk, would completely fill the wake
behind the hull such that no axial kinetic energy flux is left behind the ship, as illustrated
in Figure 2.2. A propeller operating in open water conditions can never obtain zero axial
non-uniformity losses, even if it is an actuator disk, since there always will be losses due
to the velocity gradients present between the propeller slipstream and surrounding flow,
causing downstream mixing losses.

Figure 2.2: Sketch of an actuator disk completely filling a wake of a vessel, illustrating a
case with zero axial non-uniformity losses.

In summary, for a propulsion unit operating in open water the axial kinetic energy
flux and rate of pressure work consist of both useful thrust generation as well as axial
non-uniformity losses, but for a ship with propulsion system the combined sum of axial
kinetic energy flux and rate of pressure work, should be viewed upon as entirely axial
non-uniformity losses.

Transverse Kinetic Energy Flux

Transverse kinetic energy flux is defined as kinetic energy flux in directions other than
the vessel sailing direction. Transverse kinetic energy is often associated with radial
and tangential flows induced by the propulsion unit, but can also be due to a propeller
slipstream not beeing in line with the sailing direction or bilge vortices caused by the
hull curvature.

Transverse kinetic energy flux behind the propulsion unit or vessel should be consid-
ered as a loss since the accelerated water in a direction other than the course of the vessel
will not contribute to useful thrust. In case the transverse kinetic energy outflow of the
control volume is reduced in comparison to that of the control volume inflow, for instance
by means of a rudder, this term will become negative which may indicate the recovery
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of the unfavorable transversal components to useful energy components.

Internal Energy and Turbulent Kinetic Energy Flux

In a viscous flow, kinetic energy of the mean flow is converted to internal energy, i.e.
heat, through two processes: (A) dissipation of turbulent velocity fluctuations and (B)
direct viscous dissipation from the mean flow to internal energy. Thus, the internal
energy flux is a measure of both these processes, whereas the turbulent kinetic energy
flux only accounts for an intermediate stage in (A). The turbulent kinetic energy has
to be included only due to the CFD modeling, where turbulence is modeled using an
eddy-viscosity model. All these energy fluxes should be rated as viscous losses, which
are highly dependent on boundary layer losses and hence the velocity of the propeller
blade relative to surrounding water and the size of wetted surfaces. Also the existence
of spatial non-uniformities in the flow, such as circumferential variations associated with
the finite number of blades, as well as flow structures like hub and tip vortices, contribute
to increased viscous losses when they mix out.

The internal energy is obtained through û = cpT , i.e. a temperature field is required
from CFD, implying that the energy equation needs to be solved.

2.2 Establishment of Control Volume

In the establishment of a control volume there are several aspects to consider, two im-
portant are accuracy and possibility to characterize the system performance.

With accuracy, the accordance between left and right hand side of Eq. 2.6 is consid-
ered, i.e. the accordance between the power evaluated through the forces acting on the
propeller and its rotation rate, and the sum of all energy fluxes. For a propeller operating
in open water, as reported in Paper II, the obtained difference between the two terms was
less than 1 %. Slightly larger difference between terms are observed for control volumes
surrounding marine propulsion systems operating behind ships, but still less than 3 %,
as noted in Paper IV. The evaluation of the energy fluxes does not include the work
performed by shear stresses on the virtual control volume surfaces. However, both for a
propeller in open water (Paper II) and complete marine propulsion system studies (Paper
III), they have been negligible, constituting less than 0.01 % of the delivered power. The
discrepancies are instead assumed to be caused by the effect of numerical dissipation, nu-
merical convergence and inaccuracies of evaluating energy fluxes over the control volume.
To minimize these errors it is recommended to place the control volume within a region
with relatively fine grid and to avoid regions with strong gradients if possible. We have
used different control volume shapes, both cylindrical and rectangular boxes, in Paper
II-IV. The box-shaped control volume was motivated by that the interpolation errors
could be reduced, due to that it could be aligned with the same coordinate system as the
grid.

Of high importance when establishing the control volume is also the possibility to
characterize the system performance. It will be highly beneficial for the analysis if the
downstream control volume surface is placed in the vicinity of the propulsion system.
When moving away from the system the share of internal and turbulent kinetic energy
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fluxes increase, due to viscous and turbulent dissipation associated with mixing out of spa-
tial non-uniformities in the flow. Obviously more information about the flow is obtained
in the vicinity of the propulsion unit, whereas further away the kinetic energy terms are
to a larger extent converted to internal and turbulent kinetic energy. The control volume
extension upstream also plays an important role in how one can distinguish and inter-
pret the beneficial energy components from the unfavorable ones. From a complete ship
perspective, as describe in Section 2.1 above, the sum of axial kinetic energy flux and
rate of pressure work should be viewed upon as entirely axial non-uniformity losses. On
the other hand, if the control volume only encloses a certain domain of the ship, such as
the aft ship, there needs to be an excess of useful energy flux over the control volume to
be able to propel the remaining part of the hull outside the control volume at a constant
speed. This implies that a fraction of the rate of pressure work and axial kinetic energy
flux terms must be useful thrust power, similar to a propeller operating in open water.
Such a control volume could still be beneficial due to other reasons, for instance to only
enclose the domain of interest can facilitate more focused studies. Figure 2.3 illustrates
control volumes with different extension as applied within Paper III.

Figure 2.3: Alternative control volumes enclosing: the propeller and duct, the aft-ship
and the entire vessel.

The control volume analyses conducted so far does not enclose a free surface. It is
however possible to also include a free surface in the control volume. Compared to a
double-body model the vessel resistance will be higher, for the control volume analyses
it will imply more kinetic energy losses and viscous losses in the vicinity of the surface.
This might be important if the propulsion system interacts with the free surface.

For the analyses conducted in Paper III and IV we considered it beneficial to also
split the control volume into separate parts, covering the skeg, propeller and rudder
respectively, to be able to analyze the difference between systems in more detail, see
Figure 2.4 for an illustration of such control volumes. A control volume only enclosing
the hub cap was also constructed to study the hub vortex specifically. There is actually
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no limits of how to construct a control volume, but should rather be seen as a step in
exploring the details of the flow around the propulsion system.

Figure 2.4: Control volume enclosing the aft-ship split into three internal control volumes.

Finally, an important remark, the distribution into the different energy fluxes will be
highly dependent on the location of the control volume. It is therefore necessary to apply
identical control volumes when comparing the energy fluxes between different designs.
Important to note is also that the energy flux balance analysis will only describe the
performance within the constructed control volume, implying that the control volume
has to enclose the entire flow domain of interest.

2.3 Requirements on the CFD solution

For repeatability and an efficient working procedure, Eq. 2.6 is preferably implemented
in a post-processing script. To conduct a control volume analysis of energy, access to
commonly available variables is required, and to be able to set it up as a post-processing
procedure only, the possibility to evaluate the variables on surfaces constructed in the
post-processing phase is necessary. To establish the control volumes as a post-processing
step is highly recommended, compared to using predefined surfaces or interfaces, since
it enables higher degree of flexibility when analyzing the results. Using STAR-CCM+
it means that the control volumes are constructed with the aid of extracted surfaces
(derived parts).

The CFD solution requires a solved temperature field, to be able to evaluate the inter-
nal energy flux. Due to that the temperature increase caused by viscous and turbulent
dissipation is very low it requires a well converged temperature field with high precision
of the values to not introduce large errors in the evaluated internal energy flux.

Within this project the control volume analysis is only implemented in STAR-CCM+,
but it should be possible to implement it for any CFD software with those basic func-
tionalities mentioned above.

Grid

As shown in Paper II the distribution into the different energy flux components can be
dependent on the grid resolution. In general a more refined grid implies a slightly reduced
contribution from internal energy flux, which most probably is related to that a finer grid
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implies a reduced numerical dissipation. For Grid 2 in Paper II, which can be considered
representative for the grids applied also in Paper III and IV, the amount of numerical
dissipation contributing to the internal energy flux is estimated to 6.5% of the total
internal energy flux. For comparative studies between different designs it is therefore
strongly recommend to keep a similar grid resolution between the cases. Furthermore,
the same will hold as always for CFD analyzes, the grid refinement determine the flow
details possible to predict, so will it also determine which flow details you can study
through a control volume analysis.

2.4 Using the Energy Fluxes to Characterize and Im-
prove Systems

The delivered power has been expressed through a sum of energy fluxes over the control
volume surface in Paper II, III and IV. In Paper III bar charts and tables clearly shows
that the additional required power for the ducted propeller configuration to the largest
extent is due to the system being associated with higher viscous losses, i.e. internal and
turbulent kinetic energy fluxes. In Paper IV the optimal propeller diameter in open water
is explained using efficiency curves with decomposed losses, see Figure 2.5. The optimal
diameter is described as a trade-off between blade load/flow acceleration, represented by
transverse kinetic energy and axial non-uniformity losses, and viscous losses. A small
diameter would imply higher load on each blade section and losses associated with that,
while a too large propeller costs more in terms of viscous losses. This trade-off between
the different losses is valid also for analyses of complete propulsion systems, such as the
optimal propeller diameter in behind conditions, also studied in Paper IV. In other words,
reducing one loss component will most probably increase another, and where lies the most
optimal solution? That is really the question. Important to point out in association to
this, is that this trade-off, most probably not only is highly dependent on operating
conditions, but also on scale. Viscous losses are in general much lower in ship scale due
to the higher Reynolds number, which indicates that the system being optimal in model
scale most probably is not optimal in ship scale, since the trade off between viscous
losses and axial non-uniformity/transverse kinetic energy losses will be different. Figure
2.6 illustrates the efficiency curve for a propeller in model and ship scale respectively, the
reduced contribution from viscous losses in ship scale is substantial.

From Paper III and IV it is clear that the decomposition into different energy fluxes
can give us a main characterization of the system in relation to other systems. However,
in many cases we are interested in a more detailed description, to be able to deduce which
flow features the energy fluxes are linked to. One part, of such more detailed studies,
could be to form several control volumes enclosing different parts of the system to be
able to quantify the performance of each part of the system, as mentioned in Section 2.2
and conducted in Paper III and IV. Naturally if the control volume does not enclose any
propulsor surfaces, the total sum should equal zero and not PD. For such a control volume
it is however still interesting to study the energy conversion process. A good example is
the control volume surrounding the rudder in Paper III, for both configurations the main
energy conversion process is from pressure work and transverse kinetic energy to axial
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Figure 2.5: Open water efficiency versus advance ratio for model scale propellers. Top left:
DP = 3.8m, top right: DP = 4.0m, bottom: DP = 4.3m. Area between efficiency curve
and unity decomposed into different hydrodynamic losses. The size of each component
at studied design operating point (marked with black line) printed in figure.

kinetic energy and internal energy. For the open propeller much energy is converted to
axial kinetic energy, while the figure for the ducted propeller configuration is significantly
lower, with a much larger share of conversion to internal energy flux, i.e. energy turned
into viscous losses.

For further understanding, and to be able to pinpoint parts to be addressed for design
improvements, visualizations of the flow field are strongly recommended. Visualizations
of CFD results, through for instances animations, contour plots or isosurfaces, are abso-
lutely no new invention. But the knowledge about losses that the control volume analysis
provide us with, can certainly assist when studying the results. For instance knowledge
about all velocity perturbations downstream the system, both positive and negative, rela-
tive to the vessel speed, indicating the presence of axial non-uniformity losses, can help us.
Another side effect from the control volume analysis of energy is the solved temperature
field, which can be very useful. The temperature field or internal energy flux can be used
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Figure 2.6: Open water efficiency versus advance ratio for propeller with DP = 4.0m.
Left: Model Scale, right: Ship Scale. Area between efficiency curve and unity decom-
posed into different hydrodynamic losses. The size of each component at studied design
operating point (marked with black line) printed in figure.

in several different ways to clearly illustrate the viscous losses, which can be addressed
for design-improvements. For instance, in Paper III it was clearly seen through contour
plots of the internal energy flux downstream the rudder, how the end plates of the rudder
contributed to increased viscous losses, see Figure 2.7. Could these be removed to reduce
the viscous losses, or would it cost too much in terms of increased transverse kinetic en-
ergy losses or reduced maneuverability capacity? We also know that the losses over the
blades are strongly related to the propeller inflow. The analysis is therefore preferably
complemented with a presentation of the effective angle of attack in behind conditions.
Needed for that is beside the flow field, the propeller rotation rate and metal angles at
the propeller leading edge.

Concluding this, it is clear that the tool is not absolute, in the sense that the decom-
position into different energy fluxes is independent of user. It is rather an outcome of
a combination of CFD modelling, grid and especially choice of control volume. But es-
tablished as a standard procedure within a organization, it will absolutely be possible to
conduct comparative analyses. Due to this lack of general characterization possibilities
it will not be a tool replacing the classical interaction effects approach. To create a tool
that will be absolute and independent of user, we would most probably need to go for one
which is based on forces on the ship, including rudder, propeller and other appendages,
and not on the flow field, at least for the nearest future. This is motivated by that the
differences in the flow generally are much larger between different CFD modeling ap-
proaches compared to the differences on ship surfaces and it would also be a challenge to
establish general locations of where to evaluate the flow. But the question is whether a
tool based on surface forces really could describe the hydrodynamics of a system? Using
CFD, the surface forces can be decomposed on a more detailed level compared to the clas-
sical interaction effects. This was for instance conducted in Paper IV, where the rudder
and hull forces were presented separately, however, this did not provide us with a clear
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Figure 2.7: Contour plot of internal energy flux downstream rudder from study conducted
in Paper III. Left: open propeller configuration, right: ducted propeller configuration.

description of the propulsion system performance within that study. However, it is still
considered that using energy flux balances and associated post-processing tools, we have
taken some clear steps to better understand and possibility to improve the hydrodynamic
performance of different propulsion systems.
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3 Simulating the Flow aroundMarine Propul-

sion Systems

This section aims to conclude some important findings and aspects considered during the
project leading up to this thesis, and does not contain a full description of how to perform
CFD simulations for marine propulsion systems. For more complete recommendations
for ship RANS simulations in model scale the reader is referred to the ITTC guidelines
[16, 17] and the summary of the 2010 workshop in ship hydrodynamics [18]. For specific
details on propeller modeling, the results from the validation workshop on the Potsdam
propeller test case (PPTC) at the Symposium on Marine Propulsors in 2011 and 2015
are recommended [19, 20].

Best-practice guidelines for CFD in ship scale are not really available yet, a natural
consequence of the lack of relevant data to use for validation. A workshop on ship scale
hydrodynamics was held in 2016 [21], but it is difficult to set out any clear best-practice
guidelines only based on this workshop. Hopefully, more ship scale flow data is collected
in the near future, which could be used for validation of CFD methods.

The CFD software used for the work presented in this thesis is STAR-CCM+, therefore
some recommendations may be specific for this software. The versions of STAR-CCM+
used within the project varies from v10.04 to v12.06. It is worth to note that commercial
CFD software are continuously developing with new models incorporated or improvement
of existing ones, which also implies that the findings and aspects brought up below, may
become outdated.

3.1 Grid Generation

For studies with focus on the propulsion system it is important with a refined grid around
the aft part of the vessel to capture the thick boundary layers constituting the propeller
inflow. A refinement region with cell sizes of about 0.015DP , extending 5-10DP upstream
the propulsion unit has generally been applied. Beside this it is important to capture
the flow details of the boundary layer all the way to the bow, using prism layers and
sufficiently refined grid, to ensure a representative propeller inflow. For more general
recommendations on grid construction and grid refinement, see for instance [18, 19, 20].

An important question for the grid generation is the use of wall function grids or
resolving the boundary layers down to the wall. This cannot really be discussed without
considering the models to be used, and will therefore be discussed in conjunction with
turbulence models in Section 3.3.

3.2 Modelling Propeller Rotation

Common methods to model propeller rotation includes: various virtual propellers using
source terms to the momentum equations; stationary resolved propellers using multiple
reference frames (MRF); and rotating propellers utilizing sliding grid interfaces.
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In the studies presented in this thesis only resolved rotating propellers have been
used, rotating 1◦ per timestep. Out of the three alternatives mentioned, it is the most
representative model for the real flow conditions, but also by far the most computationally
costly one. Through a resolved rotating propeller, it is possible to capture the increased
losses or gains caused by a modified propeller inflow in behind conditions or changed
operating conditions. For the studies conducted in Paper III and IV it was not an
alternative to use a resolved stationary propeller using MRF, due to the large variations
in propeller inflow. A stationary propeller implies that the propeller performance is
entirely dependent on its fixed position in the wake. Variations in delivered power and
thrust of ± 5 % or more are not uncommon dependent on position. A stationary resolved
propeller using MRF should therefore only be considered for relatively homogeneous
inflow conditions. Since also the propeller outflow will be dependent on the position
of the propeller, it would further not be suitable for a configuration including rudder.
An alternative for homogeneous inflow together with rudder could however be to apply
mixing plane interfaces, common within other turbo machinery applications.

A virtual propeller model is more able to represent the function of a propeller in a
inhomogeneous wake, in relation to a stationary resolved propeller using MRF. However,
it is not capable of describing the flow in detail since it does not include the blades. It
will neither be possible to capture the viscous losses around the blades, which implies
that they cannot be represented in a control volume analysis of energy. In other words,
the control volume analysis of energy as described in Section 2 is not really applicable
for analyses utilizing virtual propeller models. Furthermore, virtual propeller models are
often dependent on provided data based on operation in open water, not always relevant
for the operating conditions in behind, with varying axial, radial and tangential flows
around a revolution and radially along the blade. This also make them less suitable for
more detailed studies of the propulsion system performance, since all interaction effects
may not be properly captured.

3.3 Modelling Turbulence

Turbulence modelling is crucial for a correct representation of the boundary layers consti-
tuting the inflow to the propulsion unit. It is especially critical in model scale where the
boundary layers are thicker, due to the lower Reynolds number, compared to ship scale.
These boundary layers, characterized by an anisotropic turbulence and often rolling up
as vortices behind the ship, are challenging to represent accurately for many turbulence
models.

Suitable turbulence models for the investigation of ship hydrodynamics are thoroughly
discussed in [18]. The main conclusion is that linear eddy viscosity models, without ad-
hoc rotation correction, in general underestimate the intensity of the bilge vortices. Best
performance is seen for various anisotropic turbulence models, such as explicit algebraic
stress models (EASM), and Reynolds stress models (RSM).

For our studies on the Japan Bulk Carrier (JBC) test case, reported in Paper I, both
k -ω SST with curvature correction and RSM provide accurate predictions of the wake
field on grids resolving the boundary layers, see Figure 3.1. However, k -ω SST with
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resolved boundary layers results in a severely underestimated hull resistance and RSM
is computationally expensive to use. The computational cost of RSM is partly due to
the larger number of equations which needs to be solved, but also due to that highly
anisotropic cells, which preferably are used for free surface simulations to reduce cell
count, may need to be avoided, since they often result in convergence problems for RSM.
These evaluations were conducted using STAR-CCM+ v10.06; since then new turbulence
models, such as EASM, have been released in STAR-CCM+. More recently, several
turbulence models have been evaluated using STAR-CCM+ v12.06. We are however still
not convinced about the most optimal model, providing accurate predictions for both
resistance and wake field, and also preferably robust and computationally efficient. RSM
is most probably the best choice in terms of accuracy, but it is known to be difficult to
converge, and therefore not really a good alternative for standardized CFD setups, which
preferably are automated.

Figure 3.1: Mean axial velocity at x/Lpp = 0.9625. Double-body model CFD results
compared to measured data (left).

For the studies in Paper III and IV, k -ω SST with curvature corrections using wall
functions was applied. For the geometry studied in Paper III we had access to a measured
bare hull wake field, and for this case the computed bare hull wake field using k -ω SST
with curvature correction together with wall functions was in much better agreement with
the measured wake field, compared to for the JBC test case. However, this combination, k -
ω SST with curvature corrections using wall functions, cannot be recommended generally
due to a poor performance on the JBC test case, see Paper I.

Until now, in principle all validation of turbulence models for ship hydrodynamics are
conducted in model scale, due to lack of measured flow data on ships. It is assumed that
the turbulence model will be less critical for representative predictions of the boundary
layers in ship scale, due to the higher Reynolds number and associated thinner boundary
layers.
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3.4 Modelling Laminar to Turbulent Transition

For propellers in model scale, both in open water and in behind conditions, the turbulence
models are challenged by the low Reynolds numbers (chord-based) often implying laminar
flow over a part of the blade, influencing thrust and torque characteristics. Models
predicting laminar to turbulent transition are available, such as the one by Langtry and
Menter [22, 23]. A good description of how to apply the γ − ReΘ transition model for
marine propellers in open water is provided by Bhattacharyya et al. [24]. However, since
the transition models most often are relatively sensitive to different factors, they could
be more troublesome to apply for complicated cases, such as propellers operating behind
the ship.

The computational cost associated with a transition model, beside the solution of
additional equations, is linked to requirements of refined grids. To be able to capture
the laminar to turbulent transition, grid refinements in the transverse directions of the
boundary layers are generally required, as well as a low expansion ratio between the
prism layers. In Paper II the required grid refinements for a transition model implied
50 % increase in the propeller domain cell count, in relation to a standard grid. This
additional computational cost is not a big issue for propeller open water CFD, but for
self-propulsion CFD, with transient flow, free surface and sliding mesh interfaces, it will
increase the computational time substantially.

The issue with laminar flows over a part of the blades is just as important in behind
conditions, where the rotation rate, and consequently Reynolds numbers, often are even
lower than for corresponding open water tests. A complicating factor for self-propulsion
CFD is that the transition model also will affect the flow over the hull. In model tests
the boundary layers are most often triggered to turbulent flow just behind the bow,
in other words you do not want a prediction of the boundary layer as it would have
appeared without triggering. Further, the transition models are normally sensitive to the
turbulence intensity of incoming flow. The level of turbulence intensity often decays in
an unrealistic high pace for CFD, from the inlet boundary into the domain. Different
measures to counteract this decay and obtain more realistic values just upstream the
propeller are therefore most commonly applied for propellers in open water, such as
described in [24]. For a propeller operating behind a ship the turbulence intensity will
naturally be high for the most intense part of the wake, also in CFD, however for the
region outside of this, there is a risk for too low turbulence intensity, also in behind
conditions. It will be more complicated to apply any measures to counteract this for a
self-propulsion CFD, due to the risk of influencing the developed flow field around the
hull in a non-physical manner.

The influence of partly laminar flows on the propeller in self propulsion is something
that needs to be studied further. Fortunately, this is a problem limited to model scale
and not relevant for the real systems.
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3.5 Modelling Surface Roughness

In model scale the surfaces are generally smooth enough to be considered as hydraulically
smooth. Modelling of surface roughness has therefore never been an issue for model
scale CFD. However, in ship scale the surfaces are rough due to paint roughness and
organic growth and also influenced by other imperfections such as welding lines, plate
dents, paint defects and plate thickness differences, which all influence the boundary layer
development along the ship, critical for the propulsion unit inflow. A good illustration
of the effect of applying different hull roughness in CFD on the wake is provided in [25].

The standard hull roughness measured on ship hulls is only a measure of the height
of the surface roughness [26], and does not contain any information about its other
characteristics. Research to characterize the hull roughness due to paint and organic
growth has been conducted, for instance by Schultz [27]. The influence by other surface
imperfections are obviously more difficult to characterize in a general manner since they
are dependent on the location of the imperfections as well as the hull form.

Common roughness functions, implemented in commercial CFD software, are based
on equivalent sand grain roughness. Schultz [27] suggested to use 17 % of the measured
hull roughness as an equivalent sand grain roughness, based on his experiments and using
a Colebrook-type roughness function. However, the question is also if the common rough-
ness functions developed based on equivalent sand grain roughness is representative for
the hull roughness. Alternative roughness functions, adapted to roughness representative
for hulls, have been developed by Demirel et al. [28, 29]. It must however be kept in
mind that all these results are dependent on the characteristics of the hull roughness
within those specific studies.

Another important question for a specific CFD study, is to determine which roughness
that should be considered as representative, the one of a clean painted hull or the one
of a ship in service? It may seem more natural to use the one for the average fouling
of a ship in service, however a clean painted hull is more representative for the sea trial
conditions and also what is aimed for in the ITTC-78 performance prediction method
[30, 31].

In Paper IV, a backward-engineering approach was made to represent the hull rough-
ness. We decided to conduct the study for a clean painted hull and use the standard
hull roughness according to ITTC-78, 150 µm. Applying the guideline that a correspond-
ing equivalent sand grain roughness should be 17 % of this value, implied a very low
resistance increase on a bare hull, most probably due to the use of a slightly different
roughness function in STAR-CCM+ compared to the one applied in [27]. We therefore
decided to aim for the resistance increase obtained using the roughness allowance formula
in ITTC-78 prediction method [30], which for the studied case was 12-13 % for a bare
hull, and then adjust the equivalent sand grain roughness through an iterative procedure.
Through bare hull CFD simulations for this case, with smooth and rough surfaces, it was
found out that 80 µm was associated with a 12.7 % resistance increase compared to a
smooth hull.

For ship scale CFD it could also be considered to apply a surface roughness on the pro-
peller. Such a roughness is an important factor for the ITTC open water characteristics
scaling method [30], as for instance is shown in Paper IV. However, the standard rough-
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ness recommended in ITTC-78 [30] of 30 µm is 10 times larger than the ISO requirement
(ISO 484/1:2015 Class I) of the manufactured propeller surface roughness to be less than
3 µm (the details of how this roughness is defined is included in the ISO standard). The
ISO requirement of 3 µm for most cases could be considered as a hydraulically smooth
surface, while the ITTC-78 recommendation of 30 µm cannot. Also for the propeller it
is therefore relevant to consider which state of the propeller surface that is most relevant
to consider in a specific study.

3.6 Modelling the Free Surface

The propulsion system most often interacts with the water surface and wave system and
the CFD simulation therefore needs to include modelling of the free surface. This poses
several challenges and increases the computation cost. For the study conducted in Paper
IV, where the differences in power between the different propeller diameters were only
about 0.1 %, it would have been very challenging to obtain the accuracy required with
a free surface, due to the transient flow features often occurring in the vicinity of the
surface.

The recommended and commonly applied model for the free surface using STAR-
CCM+ is the Volume-of-fluid (VOF) method [32], implying that the domain consists of
one fluid whose properties vary according to the volume fraction of water/air. The con-
vective term is discretized using the High Resolution Interface Capturing (HRIC) scheme
[33]. A common issue with this model is that air from the surface is transported down
along the hull surface, generating domains around the hull with the fluid being a mixture
of air and water. This modelling error influences the resistance of the vessel as well as
the inflow to the propulsion unit. Possible alternatives to avoid this is reduction of the
time step to limit the CFL number, which introduces another additional computational
cost, or artificial measures removing the air content on specified locations. Introduction
of artificial measures, may naturally also affect the modelling of other phenomena in
an undesirable manner. On the other hand, if the other alternative is to not include
the free surface at all, even larger errors may be introduced due to both upstream and
downstream influences of a symmetry plane or fixed surface on the propulsion system
performance.
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4 Summary of Papers

4.1 Paper I

J. Andersson, M. Hyensjö, A. Eslamdoost, and R. E. Bensow. “CFD Simulations of
the Japan Bulk Carrier Test Case”. Proceedings of the 18th Numerical Towing Tank
Symposium. Cortona, Italy, 2015

Motivation and Divison of work

As a foundation for further studies on the hydrodynamic performance of marine propul-
sion systems a CFD validation study was conducted using the JBC test case for the bare
hull and propeller in open water separately.

All authors participated in stating the aim and scope of the work and contributed
with their ideas in how to present the results and structure the paper. I conducted the
CFD validation study, i.e. generated the grids, set up the simulations, post processed
and analyzed the results with support from the other authors.

Results and Conclusion

For the bare hull we had access to measured resistance, sinkage, trim, detailed wave
profiles and wake field at three axial positions, which provided us with good possibilities to
conduct a CFD validation study. A mesh sensitivity study combined with an evaluation of
different turbulence models showed us that wall functions were not sufficient to accurately
predict the wake field. Using grids with resolved boundary layers, k -ω SST with curvature
correction and RSM provided accurate predictions of the wake field. However, k -ω SST
with resolved boundary layers resulted in a severely under estimated hull resistance, and
using RSM we did not manage to achieve a converged solution with a free surface. This
implied that we did not manage to establish a method that both provides an accurate
prediction of the stern wake as well as the resistance, except from using RSM, which is
both time consuming and requires a very high quality grid (note that it is possible to
obtain a converged solution, even if we did not manage within this study).

For the propeller in open water several grid sensitivity studies were conducted, but
despite this the accordance with measured test data was slightly worse than expected.
One possible reason behind the differences could be that the CFD model wrongly assumes
the propeller boundary layer to be fully turbulent, which may not be the case for the
tested configuration (Re = 4·105).

4.2 Paper II

J. Andersson, A. Eslamdoost, A. Capitao-Patrao, M. Hyensjö, and R. E. Bensow. Energy
Balance Analysis of a Propeller in Open Water. Ocean Engineering 158 (2018), 162–170
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Motivation and Divison of work

The need for new ways of analyzing and characterizing the hydrodynamic performance
of marine propulsion system has been well motivated in Section 1. This paper describes
a control volume analysis of energy applied on a propeller operating in open water. The
aim with this simplified case was to investigate influences from control volume size and
grid refinement.

All authors participated in stating the aim and scope of the work and contributed
with their ideas in how to present the results and structure the paper. I implemented
the control volume analysis of energy in post processing scripts, generated the grids,
set up the simulations, post processed and analyzed the results and wrote the paper.
Alexandre Capito-Patrao contributed with useful knowledge and full derivation of the
division between thrust power and non-useful axial kinetic energy and pressure work
components.

Results and Conclusion

The delivered power can be expressed with high accuracy using the energy fluxes through
the control volume surface, the difference compared to the power evaluated based on
integrated forces on the propeller surface was less than 1% within this study. The division
between the different energy fluxes is found out to be slightly grid dependent, so for
comparison of different cases, similar level of grid refinement is recommended. The
distribution of the energy into the different energy fluxes is shown to be highly dependent
on the location of the control volume, and it is therefore important to apply identical
control volumes when comparing different cases. More information about the flow is
obtained if the downstream control volume surface is located in the vicinity of the object
of interest, whereas further away, the kinetic energy terms are to a larger extent converted
to internal energy.

4.3 Paper III

J. Andersson, A. Eslamdoost, M. Vikström, and R. E. Bensow. Energy balance analysis
of model-scale vessel with open and ducted propeller configuration. Ocean Engineering
167 (2018), 369–379

Motivation and Divison of work

This paper describes a control volume analysis of energy applied on a model-scale cargo
vessel equipped with an open and ducted propeller configuration, respectively. The mo-
tivation behind the paper was to show that the energy balance analysis can be applied
on a complete propulsion system, and show that it can be a useful tool when analyzing
the interaction effects.

All authors participated in stating the aim and scope of the work and contributed with
their ideas in how to present the results and structure the paper. I generated the grids,
set up the simulations, post processed and analyzed the results and wrote the paper.
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Results and Conclusion

The ducted propeller configuration has a much higher required delivered power compared
to the open propeller. Through the energy balance analysis it is shown that this, to the
largest extent, is due to higher viscous losses, mainly caused by the propeller duct and
different rudder configurations. Through solving the energy equation of the flow, which
is necessary for the suggested way of evaluating the internal energy flux, very good visual
illustrations of the viscous losses could also be conducted.

4.4 Paper IV

J. Andersson, R. Gustafsson, A. Eslamdoost, and R. E. Bensow. “On the Selection of
Optimal Propeller Diameter for a 120m Cargo Vessel”. SNAME Propeller-Shafting 2018
Symposium. Norfolk, Virginia, USA, 2018

Motivation and Divison of work

In the preliminary design of a propulsion unit the selection of propeller diameter is most
commonly based on open water tests of systematic propeller series. The optimum di-
ameter obtained from the tested propeller series data is however not considered to be
representative for the operating conditions behind the ship, instead a 2-5% smaller diam-
eter is often selected. The reasons behind this diameter reduction in behind conditions
seems to be relatively unknown, or at least not widespread, amongst propeller designers.
Therefore this CFD study was initiated to study the reasons behind the conventional re-
duction of optimal diameter in behind condition relative to a homogeneous inflow, with
focus on understanding the hydrodynamic effects influencing the optimum.

The propulsion systems with varying propeller diameter were designed by Robert
Gustafsson, who also initiated the project and contributed with general propeller design
knowledge. I generated the grids, set up the simulations, post processed and analyzed
the results and wrote the paper. Rickard E. Bensow and Arash Eslamdoost contributed
with their ideas in how to present the results and structure the paper.

Results and Conclusion

For the studied vessel, the CFD results indicate that a 3-4 % smaller diameter is optimal
in behind conditions in relation to open water conditions at the same scale factor. Trying
to understand the reasons behind this reduction in optimal propeller diameter in behind
conditions, energy flux balances were applied. The reason is assumed to be that smaller
propellers to a larger extent benefit from operation with a rudder that can straighten
up the propeller slipstream. This can be explained by that a smaller propeller has to be
higher loaded over each blade section, i.e. deflect the flow tangentially to a larger extent,
compared to a larger propeller delivering the same power. Generally, for it to be optimal
with a smaller diameter in behind in relation to open water, it requires that the gain in
transverse kinetic energy losses thanks to the rudder overcomes the increase in viscous
losses, which the complete system, including rudder, inevitably causes.
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5 Concluding Remarks

Analyzing the performance of propulsion systems using control volume analysis of energy
can provide us with many useful insights in propulsion system interaction phenomena.
It is also pointed out that the control volume analysis most preferably is complemented
with a detailed study of the flow field to be able to pinpoint possible improvements
of the systems. In relation to the traditional measures for interaction effects, the key
difference is really the focus on the flow field instead of on forces on the material surfaces
to understand the functioning of the system.

Some important aspects to consider when simulating the flow around marine propul-
sion systems are summarized in Section 3. It is of highest importance that the models
building up the complete CFD-model is representative for the real flow to be able to
draw conclusions about the performance of the propulsion system. Bare hull and pro-
peller open water CFD have reached a high level of maturity, with the aid of considerable
validation work. Despite this, I would claim that self-propulsion CFD with focus on a
detailed representation of the propulsion system, is not really there yet. Partly it may
be due to the additional cost associated with self-propulsion simulations, implying that
simplifications often are carried out, such as simplified propeller models. Another con-
tributing factor may be that the measurements for these kind of tests most often are less
detailed and on a more overall level. A third contributing factor is for sure that many
parties cannot access all the detailed geometries necessary to set up a full self-propulsion
CFD model.

As a recommendation for future work, to create a useful tool for propulsion system
design work, I think that it is of highest importance that the control volume analysis
of energy is further adapted by the industry, and used in daily work, to suit their own
needs. From an academic point of view, it would be interesting to continue to focus
on application of the control volume analysis of energy to illustrate and explain more
common but poorly understood propulsion system interaction phenomena, such as the
optimal propeller diameter in behind study (Paper IV). It would also be interesting to
study a commonly installed Energy Saving Device (ESD) in both model and ship scale,
to be able to explain the differences in performance between the scales using a control
volume analysis of energy.

For future CFD validation work, more efforts are recommended to be spent on self-
propulsion CFD and detailed propulsion system modelling, in both model and ship scale.
Important issues to focus on is how to model the hull roughness, suitable choice of
turbulence model, and the possible influence by laminar flow over the propeller blades in
model scale. For ship scale, more flow data which could be used for validation of CFD
methods would be warmly welcomed.

However, independent of further developed methods to conduct CFD simulations of
the propulsion system and establishment of methods to analyze these results, I believe
that the single most important factor to obtain more effective propulsion systems is to
open up for more system design possibilities. In other words, removing the limitations
caused by the markets requirements on confidentiality for their designs, at least within
certain collaborations or for certain partners.
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